
Minutes of the Calmar Minor Hockey Meeting 

March 11, 2019 

 

In Attendance: 

Samantha Besler    Matt Sargent 

Chad Peterson     Lacey Sargent 

Joelene Peterson    Sandra Pickhardt 

Erin Pawlick     Rhonda Kanis 

Sean Carnahan 

Meeting called to order at 7:08 p.m. 

Minutes of last meeting: 

All good. 

Renee made a motion to accept the minutes from our last meeting, 2nd by Matt, all in agreement, 
carried. 

Members at large in attendance, Dewey the HC from Novice minor and Ed the assistant coach for 
Novice.  Inquiring about sibilings on the ice and what the issues are?   

-insurance issue if not carded to CMHA 

-issues with the perception that the sibling is getting extra practice 

-Could we introduce a junior coach program? 

- if over 16 and carded as  a coach they have to  take respect in sport in coach, if under 16 they do not 

 

Old Business 

Town of Calmar 

Nothing on the equipment room 

Town used us as the applicant for a grant of $50,000 for a Zamboni, it has gone through first reading 

Idea of rebuilding equipment room but they say there is no extra room available, we need a good 
meeting with the town. 



NA Interlock on Novice 

Email from Drayton Valley looking for 4-8 other communities to set up an exhibition schedule for Novice 

NA to have internal discussions 

Novice seemed to work well with the half ice format.  The novice coach was won over. 

The referees need to be educated a bit more on the 4 on 4 format. 

 

Provincials 

Midget team made “C” Provincials.  They got two banners, one for Calmar, one for Thorsby.  Thorsby is 
covering the cost. 

Committees 

Sustainability will meet next week. 

Warburg/Winfield held their vote and voted no. 

Warburg will be listening to what Calmar/Thorsby is doing 

Conversations with Thorsby have been positive, only complaint was maybe ice. 

Need to look at the fundraising to see how to handle it if we put the registrations through one 
association 

Governance Review 

Bylaws, Rules and Regulations need to be reviewed and changes made 

New Business 

Resignation letters 

Cassie 

Joelene 

Lacey 

Renee 

Matt is not sure yet.  Millets president resigned so hopefully we will hear soon.  Matt would like a full 
release. 

Up to 5 positions to fill this year.  Put positions up on the website 



Ice Coordinator to go up to as Sean may look at a position shift 

 

Directors 

Ice Coordinator:  

Ice bills have been submitted.  We owe Thorsby for ice out there. February bill for Calmar still has to be 
done.  

Sean is still trading ice as some teams are still in playoffs.  Calmar has ice until March 24th. 

Registrar: 

Needs to start building registration sight.  Send out position s to see if there are changes. Get 
registration package ready 

Communication 

Had a meeting with the team snap lady, they base pricing on how many teams, i.e. 5 teams would cost 
us US$340.00.  If we want to role it into a website there is an additional fee.  US$500.00?  We would like 
Thorsby to follow suit if we go this way. 

Vice President 

Tiering committee needs to meet. 

Communication with Bar Down, one suggestion is a 2 weekend tiering but the cost is higher 

Coach Coordinator position will need to be looked at. 

Treasurer 

$65,513.54 in Account 

$28,241.67 in Arena Fund 

Jan-March ice not out yet. 

Casino account at $17.38 

Leduc County grant for Equipment room, when does it need to be spent by? 

There is a website where all the available grants are listed.  Is there someone out there who would be 
interested in looking at and applying for grants for us? 

Ref. Coordinator 



Ref Clinic dates selected.  Third weekend in September and second weekend in October.  Gave the 
address for the school. 

Would be nice to have our ice in earlier but we’d have to have it confirmed as rented. 

Worked well to work with the Thorsby RIC to find referees. 

We need more shadowing for the young referees 

We should look at the ice schedule to see if we can work around Bantam and Midget games so the 
players can maybe ref. more of the younger level games. 

Equipment 

Received two quotes for the half ice boards. 

Alice says there is a restocking charge on the socks sent back.  No prior agreement to pay a restocking 
fee so we shouldn’t have to. 

We need to look for another apparel company as some people find Alice’s hard to deal with. 

Can we put the jerseys in totes to avoid mice? 

Fundraising 

Would like to list the group of companies who have sponsored us in the Town Chronicle. 

Would like to hire 20/20 photography for the pictures this year, there were many complaints about 
Tara. 

In regards to team fundraising, we’d like to see teams no longer able to hold fundraisers that require an 
AGLC license.  Teams should not need to be raising a ton of money.  Most teams would only go to one or 
two tournaments.  We should look at capping what each team can raise.  The team should also have a 
purpose for the fundraising. 

Sounds like we are one of the few associations who pay money back to teams for hosting tournaments.  
We still need incentives for our teams to have the great tournaments we are known for. 

Look at us no longer paying for exhibition games or referees for them. 

Thoughts for next year: 

Can we get a $20,000.00 raffle license now?  Wetaskiwin does a quad raffle, hot tub raffle etc. 

Fundraising ideas,  

Fees? 

Pricing structure: 



Fees without fundraising 

Fees with fundraising 

Might be easier to only have two fee structures. 

Sean makes a motion that we move forward with the Team Snap application as CMHA on the basis of 
the approval of the player share committee.   

Sandra Seconds, all in  

 

Next meeting April 1 at urecon 

Meeting adjourned at 9:42pm 


